The Cheney Lincoln—showing Family Residence

... in order to give people the opportunity to see the actual working conditions...

Cheney Boys—Working Mill Group from Corner of Park and Chestnut Streets

The Cheney Mills in Manchester... with the exception of the cotton industry, were the dominant industries in the town... The Cheney Mills were one of the largest and most modern mills in the country... The mills were built in stages,... with each addition expanding the capacity of the factory... The Cheney Mills were a model for other textile mills... The Cheney Mills were not only a place of work,... they were also a community on the mill grounds... The town of Manchester was built around the mill...

Cheney Boys—New Velvet Mills and New Home Under Construction... The new mill was the result of the... expansion... The new mill was more than just a place of work... It was a community in itself... The new mill was... a place of innovation and progress... The new mill was... a place of opportunity and growth... The new mill was... a place of change and progress... The new mill was... a place of pride and accomplishment... The new mill was... a place of...